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Think, Learn, Live
LESSON 1

What do you assume you will learn in this course?

VOCABULARY

Do you ever feel baffled technologically?

Do you have a biased opinion about your culture?
What are the disadvantages of being cynical?
Do footballers sometimes commit deliberate fouls?
What sort of things are you dubious about buying
online?
When do people gather together in large numbers?
What can you gather from seeing a lot of people stan-

ASSUME			BAFFLE
dar por sentado			

confundir

BIASED			CYNICAL
parcial				escéptico

DELIBERATE			DUBIOUS
intencionado			dudoso

ding around in the street?

GATHER			GRASP

Are you able to grasp political concepts easily?

juntar / deducir			

captar/agarrar

GUESSWORK 		

HUNCH

What sort of things have youtube tutorials taken the
guesswork out of for you?

conjeturas			corazonada

Are you the sott of person that pays attention to a
hunch?
How can people overcome being naive?
Is living on Mars a plausible notion?
Do you ever ponder over your long term future?

NAIVE				NOTION
ingenuo				idea

PLAUSIBLE			PONDER
creíble				reflexionar

PHRASAL VERBS
BRUSH UP ON		 COME ROUND

COME UP WITH

repasar (después de un tiempo) cambiar de opinion

elaborar

FACE UP TO			

MAKE OUT

FIGURE OUT		

enfrentar			resolver			descifrar (vista/audio)

MULL OVER 		READ UP ON 		

TAKE IN

sopesar				documentarse		entender / asimilar

What part of your English do you need to brush up on most?
When you disagree with someone, what can make you come round to their way of thinking?
Are you good at coming up with things to do when you are on holiday?
Is it difficult for you to face up to your weaknesses?
Are you good at figuring out ways to make an extra income?
When is it difficult to make what someone is saying?
What sort of decisions do you have to mull over?
What is it advisable to read up on before going to a job interview?
When do you find it difficult to take in a lot of information at once?
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VOCABULARY

Do you agree with the paradox "the more choices we
have, the more difficult it is to choose"?

PARADOX			PRESUME

What do you presume you will be in ten years' time?

contradicción			suponer

Who do you turn to if you have a tech query?

QUERY			RECKON

What percentage of the population do you reckon are

consulta				estimar/calcular

illeterate?

ILLITERATE			CRAM

How many people can you cram into a Mini?

analfabeto			apiñar

CONSCIENTIOUS		

How conscientious are you when you do your
homework?

INATTENTIVE

concienzudo			distraido

KNOWLEDGEABLE		

What can foster inattentive behaviour among students?
What are you most knowledgeable about?

MOCK EXAM

What insights do mock exams give you?

conocedor			simulacro

What are the advantages of online tuition?

TUITION			ASSIGNMENT

Would you rather have a writing or reading assignment?

clases				tarea (alumnos)

How easy is it to attain a scholarship in your country?

SCHOLARSHIP		 RESEARCH

Does living in an artic research centre appeal to you?

beca				investigación

WORD FORMATION
VERB

NOUN

ADJECTIVE

ADVERB

believe

(dis)belief / believer

(un)believable

unbelievably

doubt

doubt / doubter

doubtful

undoubtedly

explain

explanation

(in)explicable

inexplicablyv

opinion

opinionated

sense / nonsense
sensitivity
thoughtfulness
thoughtlessness

sensible / nonsensical

sensibly

(un)thinkable
thoughtful/less

thoughtfully
thoughtlessly

(de)sensitise
think

Can you think of an event you looked at in disbelief?
Who is undoubtedly the best Spanish tennis player?
Why do people inexplicably commit terrible crimes?
How opinionated are you about world issues?
Do you think it is possible to completely desensitise people's fear of heights?
Did any subjects seem nonsensical to you at school?
How were people who perpetrated thoughtless acts of misconduct punished in the middle ages?
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Collocations and phrases
Take in to account 		tener en cuenta
Associate sth. with			
asociar algo con
Strike a balance
		lograr un equilibrio
Contrary to popular belief		
lo contrario de lo que se pensaba que era cierto
On a daily basis			 a diario
Rack your brain			 pensar con mucho esfuerzo
Brainchild of sb.			 creación de alguien
Come to/reach a conclusion
llegar a una conclusión
What do intervierwers take into account apart from qualifications?
Which brand do you associate with George Clooney?
How difficult is it to strike a healthy balance between work and pleasure in western societies?
Did you realise that, contrary to popular belief, eating fat doesn't make you fat?
Do you have contact with English on a daily basis?
Do you sometimes rack your brain for a long time trying to remember a name?
What is Steve Job's brainchild?
Have you come to the conclusion that money doesn't bring hapiness?

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
AT A LOOSE END		
sin nada que hacer		

FOR FEAR OF
por temor a

BY ALL ACCOUNTS
según se dice			

IN AWE OF
impresionado

ON ACCOUNT OF
debido a 			

OUT OF PLACE
fuera de lugar

TO AN EXTENT		
en cierta medida		

UNDER AGE
menor de edad

Are you ever at a loose end at the weekends?
Do you ever avoid doing things for fear of failing?
What makes, by all accounts, a good teacher?
What sort of people are you in awe of?
To your mind what is global warming on account of?
Have you ever felt out of place at a social gathering?
Is learing a foreign language dependent, to an extent, on intelligence?
Are under age drinkers persecuted by the police in your country?
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EXAM: Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
The camera never lies
Example:
0 A esteemed		

B viewed

C regarded D believed

Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of the Sherlock Holmes stories, (0) ............D.............. himself to be a rational man, a
scientist even. But in 1920, when he saw photographs of fairies taken in a garden (1) .......................... , he thought
he was seeing scientific proof that these tiny creatures really existed. He published the photographs alongside an article
he wrote, (2) .......................... fairies as supernatural wonders. It was not until 1939 that the two ladies who took the
photos admitted these were (3) .......................... They simply cut out pictures of fairies from a book and
(4) .......................... them among flowers. The results are (5) .......................... beautiful. But the simplicity of the
trick (6) .......................... a basic principle of photography, that the camera cannot lie.
But it can, and always could. Today, we are used to computer software (7) .......................... us to rework our digital
images and it is a (8) .......................... that photography ever had a true age of innocence. From the moment cameras
began capturing reality, that reality was being altered.
1 A venue 		

B setting 		

C background 		

D surrounding

2 A calling 		

B naming 		

C attributing 		

D acknowledging

3 A false 		

B faulty 		

C fake 			

D fictional

4 A arranged 		

B spaced 		

C settled 		

D distributed

5 A categorically

B unavoidably 		

C substantially 		

D undeniably

6 A weakens 		

B undermines 		

C demolishes 		

D dismantles

7 A letting 		

B supporting 		

C enabling 		

D empowering

8 A fantasy 		

B legend		

C dream 		

D myth
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
PROVIDE SB. WITH STH.		

LEAD SB. TO DO STH.		

ADMIT TO DOING STH

proporcionar a alguien con algo

llevar a alguien hacer algo		

admitir (haber hecho) algo

ENCOURAGE SB. TO DO STH.

PREVENT SB. FROM DOING STH. MAKE SB. DO STH.

animar a alguien hacer algo		

impedir que alguien haga algo		

obligar a alguien hacer algo

COMMEND SB. ON DOING STH. OBJECT TO SB. DOING STH.

UPDATE SB. ON STH.

elogiar a alguien por algo		

oponerse a hacer algo			

poner a alguien al día de algo

FILL SB. IN ON STH.			

BENEFIT FROM DOING STH.

APPROVE OF SB. DOING STH.

poner a alguien al corriente de algo

beneficiarse de hacer algo		

aprobar que alguien haga algo

COME CLOSE TO DOING STH.

INSIST ON SB. DOING STH		

BLAME SB. FOR DOING STH.

estar a punto de hacer algo		

insistir en que alguien haga algo		

culpar a alguien por hacer algo

Does a career in the army provide you with financial security for life?
What does overnight fame sometimes lead people to do?
Do you easily admit to making mistakes?
Do you think parents should encourage children to learn another language besides English?
How can we prevent students from dropping out of the education system?
What sort of things did your parents make you do around the house?
Do you think bosses regularly commend their workers on carrying out tasks successfully?
What sort of things did you object to doing as a teenager?
What is the fastest way to update your friends on your news?
Do you watch the news or does someone in your family fill you in on the details?
In what ways do people benefit from doing regular exercise?
Do you approve of people going on strike?
Have you ever come close to having a serious accident?
What sort of services would you insist on having in a top class hotel?
Do you blame yourself for your own mistakes or do you look for an unfortunate culprit?
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IDIOMS
HAVE YOUR WITS ABOUT YOU			

QUICK/SLOW ON THE UPTAKE

estar alerta						rápido/lento para entender algo

DRIVE SB. ROUND THE BEND			

STH. / SB. RINGS A BELL

volver a alguien loco					

algo / alguien te suena

MAKE ENDS MEET					

PULL YOURSELF TOGETHER

llegar a fin de mes					

contrólate emocianalmente

GO WITH THE FLOW					

STAND THE TEST OF TIME

dejarse lleva						perdurar en el tiempo

IN A NUTSHELL		

			

BE IN TWO MINDS

resumiendo						estar indeciso

Why do you have to have your wits about you in large cities at night?
What subjects are you quick on the uptake?
What do neighbours do that drives people round the bend?
Does Constantinople (now Istanbul) ring a bell with you?
Do you think a lot of people have difficulty making ends meet?
What helps you pull yourself together when you feel acutely anguished?
Are you keen on letting yourself go with the flow during your free time or are you a dedicated planner?
Can you think of any domestic products that have stood the test of time in your country?
Tell me, in a nutshell, where you would like to see yourself in ten years' time.
Are you in two minds about whether you should give or take something up?
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EXAM: Reading part 2 - Open cloze text
Online passwords - what everyone should know
When (0) .......................... comes to online security, we all know what we ought to do: choose a different,
random set of letters and numbers for every email account, shopping site or bank account.
But hardly (9) .......................... does this, because memorising them all is impossible. So we use the same familiar
words for every site, (10) .......................... a pet's name or, even worse, the word 'password', occasionally remembering to replace the letter 0 with a zero, or choosing to (11) .......................... use of a capital letter.
Even if we opt (12) .......................... a random group of letters such as `fpqzy', there is now software available
which can make a thousand guesses per second, enabling a hacker to get to your password in just under four hours.
Interestingly, (13) .......................... increasing your password to twenty random letters, you increase a hacker's
guessing time to 6.5 thousand trillion centuries. The problem is that you would (14) .......................... no chance
of ever remembering those 20 letters. The solution, apparently, is to come (15) .......................... with three or four
short, unrelated words and work (16) .......................... a way to remember them. Easy!
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Grammar: I wish / If only
Wishes about the present, past and future

•

Wish / if only + past simple= change a present situation.
Ex. I wish I knew the answer to this question (now).

•

Wish / if only + had (+ past participle)= regrets about the past.
Ex. I wish I hadn't sold my bicycle. I miss it now.

•

Wish / if only + would = criticise someone, to say that we want someone to change
their behaviour or that we want something to change.
		Ex. I wish people would be a bit more conscious of the environment.
Note: We can't say I wish I would

What would you say? Use I wish / If only
1. Your boss doesn't give you credit for what you do.
.............................................................................................................................................
2. My parents didn't encourage me to learn English when I was younger .
.............................................................................................................................................
3. You can't make ends meet.
.............................................................................................................................................
4. Your friend reminds you how much you owe him on a daily basis.
.............................................................................................................................................
5. You are too cynical sometimes.
.............................................................................................................................................
6. Your excuse for arriving late wasn't plausible enough.
.............................................................................................................................................
7. You didn't hand the assignment in on time.
.............................................................................................................................................
8. You're a bit inattentive during meetings.
.............................................................................................................................................
Other conditional expressions

•

As long as / provided that / providing that / on condition that [siempre y cuando]
Ex. As long as I read up on my notes, I should be ok in the meeting.

•

Supposing [suponiendo que]
		Ex. Supposing the board approved of your brainchild, how will you meet the deadline?

•

But for [de no haber sido por]
		Ex. But for the advent of smartphones, social media would never have existed

Do you mind being criticised as long as it's positive?
Supposing you figured out a way to travel in time, which era would you go to?
Do you agree that life would be better but for the invention of the internet?
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EXAM: Reading Part 1.
Knowing the score
William Skidelsky reviews David Papineau's new
book, in which sport meets philosophy.
William Skidelsky reviews David Papineau's
new book, in which sport meets philosophy. David
Papineau is an eminent philosopher and a passionate
lover of sport. For much of his life, he has kept the
two spheres separate, fearing that to mix them would
produce a double negative in his readers' appreciation of his work: philosophy robbed of its seriousness and sport of its excitement. Then, in 2012, a
colleague invited him to contribute to a lecture series
titled 'Philosophy and Sport', organised to coincide
with that year's Olympics. 'I couldn't really refuse',
Papineau recalls. 'I had an extensive knowledge of
both philosophy and sport. If I wasn't going to say
yes, who would?' For his topic, he chose the role
of conscious thought in fast-reaction sports, such
as tennis, cricket and baseball. How, he wondered,
do top tennis players like Rafael Nadal and Serena
Williams use anything other than 'automatic reflexes'
in the half-second (or less) they have to return their
opponent's serve? How do they choose to hit the ball
this way or that, to apply topspin or slice? Thinking
about this not only proved 'great fun', but allowed
Papineau to come away with a series of 'substantial
philosophical conclusions' about the relationship between intentions and action. After this, the floodgates
were open. Having breached his self-imposed division, Papineau set about applying his philosopher's
brain to a range of other sporting topics. Five years
on, those inquiries have resulted in a book, Knowing
the Score. This is essentially a collection of essays on
whatever sporting questions happen to interest its
author. It isn't comprehensive, nor does it advance an
overarching argument. The tone — informal, anecdotal, contrarian — is more popular philosophy than
academic. What unifies the book is the consistency
of its approach rather than of its content: he isn't
interested only in applying philosophical ideas and
principles to sport. More importantly — and more
originally — he wants to use arguments about sport
as a launching pad into philosophy. A good exam-
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ple comes in a chapter dealing with rule-breaking,
in which Papineau sets off with a sporting example
in order to draw parallels with broader contexts.
He points out that what is acceptable in sport isn't
defined by the rules alone. Sometimes it's usual to
ignore them — as footballers do when they pull on
opponents' shirts as the ball flies towards them. Other
actions stem from a sense of fair play — such as
halting the game when an opponent is lying injured
— rather than arising directly from rules. Rules are
just one constraint on behaviour; all sports also have
codes of fair play, which operate alongside the rules,
and which, in some cases, override them. Complicating matters further is the fact that official authority ultimately has a force that is greater than both.
Whatever a sport's rules or codes specify, the referee
or ruling body's decision is final. Papineau argues that
there's a 'remarkably close' analogy between sport's
multi-level structure and the factors that constrain us
in ordinary life. In sport, you can ignore the rules and
still play fairly, or obey the law while being thought
a cheat; similarly, in a society, citizens can break the
law and still do the right thing, or comply with the
law yet still indulge in objectionable behaviour. A
sport's codes aren't the same as its rules; likewise, in
life, we draw a distinction between virtue and legal
compliance. Papineau argues that we have no general
obligation to obey the law; only to do what we think
is right. Yet, saying that we're not obliged to obey the
law isn't the same as saying that we don't have a duty
to respect the state's authority. If people didn't accept
that police officers are generally entitled to tell them
what to do, society might descend into chaos. Likewise, if footballers stopped listening when referees blow
their whistles, the game would become a free-for-all.
Knowing the Score covers an impressive amount
of ground. At a time when data analysis dominates
'serious' discussion of sport, Papineau's faith in the
power of anecdote and reasoning is refreshing. The
author at times gives the impression of being the sort
of person who knows he's the cleverest in the room.
For the most part, however, he barely puts a foot
wrong in what is a blinder of a performance.

1. In the first paragraph, the reviewer suggests that
Papineau
A was in two minds whether to take on the lectures
on sport and philosophy.
B thought no one was better qualified than him to
combine sport and philosophy.
C was disappointed with previous attempts to unite
sport and philosophy.
D thought that philosophy was of greater value to
people's lives than sport.

4. What does the reviewer suggest in the fourth paragraph?
A Breaking rules should be punished more consistently
by those in power.
B Rules play only a partial role in defining what is
appropriate or inappropriate.
C Many sportsmen and women abuse situations which
lack a clear set of rules.
D Codes of fair play carry more weight with sports stars
than official rules.

2. What does the reviewer say Papineau gained

5. In the fifth paragraph, the reviewer draws a

through delivering his lecture series?
A knowledge of how 'automatic reflexes' suppress
conscious thought in many situations
B insight into the steps involved when sports stars
have to make choices under pressure
C understanding of the connections between people's
aims and what they subsequently do
D awareness of why sports stars' reactions are
superior to those of ordinary people

3. What point is made about Papineau's book in the
third paragraph?
A It examines previously overlooked aspects of sport.
B Its style is inappropriate for the subject matter.
C It doesn't convincingly link sport and philosophy.
D The areas of sport that it covers are very diverse.

comparison between behaviour in sport and
A a broad system of morality in society.
B a deep respect for authority in society.
C people's tolerance of unreasonable laws.
D society's attitudes towards rule-breakers.

6. In the final paragraph, the reviewer says that
Papineau
A uses too lightweight an approach to deal with
philosophical issues.
B relies overly on insignificant detail to support his
opinions.
C comes across as somewhat arrogant in various parts
of the book.
D chooses some poor examples to illustrate points
he's making.
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EXAM: Speaking part 1. - Introductory phase

In the first part of the speaking exam, you have to give information about yourself and
express your opinion about various topics.
Good morning/afternoon/evening. My name is .... and this is my colleague ....
What is your name?
Can I have your mark sheets please?
Thank you.
First we'd like to know something about you.
Where are you from?
How long have you been studying English?
•

What free time activity do you most enjoy?

•

What sort of work would you like to do in the future?

•

Do you think you spend too much time working or studying?

•

Do you like using the internet to keep in touch with people?

•

Have you celebrated anything recently?

•

If you could travel to one country in the world, where would you go?

•

How important is it to you to spend time with your family?

•

Who do you think has had the greatest influence on your life?
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EXAM: Listening part 1.

You will hear three different extracts. For questions 1-6, choose the answer (A,B or C) which fits best according to
what you hear. There are two questions for each extract.
Extract One
You hear two friends talking about a new office building.
1.

2.

The woman says that in the building some people are having difficulty
A

coping with the new technology

B

adjusting to a new concept of work

C

working without clear supervision

She thinks one effect of people moving around the building will be to
A

promote physical as well as mental well-being

B

create a more productive work force

C

provide useful contact with other employees

Extract Two
You hear two friends discussing business travel
3.

4.

The woman believes that in future companies should
A

fly only with airlines that have an eco-friendly policy

B

concentrate on the use of video conferencing

C

reduce overall levels of executive travel

The man thinks that the prime consideration for transport providers should be
A

increasing revenue

B

thinking long term

C

creating jobs

Extract Three
You hear two friends talking about some research.
5.

5

What is the man's attitude to the research?
A

He is doubtful about the methods used

B

He is surprised by its findings

C

He is dismissive of the concept behind it

During the discussion, the woman reveals her
A

sympathy towards the subjects of the experiments

B

interest in complex human behaviour

C

admiration for the originality of the research
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Winds of Change
LESSON 2

How do you adjust the volume on your phone?

VOCABULARY

What laws have been amended since the pandemic?
Why don't all marriages endure the test of time?
What can cause wood to decay?

ADJUST			AMEND
ajustar / modificar		

What life experience has made you mature the most?
What novel features do the most modern phones have?
How do salespeople persist in making you buy things?
What are the best techniques to revise in your opinion?
How would you change the status quo to improve

cambiar/corregir

ENDURE 			DECAY			
sobrevivir/aguantar		
descomponerse		
MATURE			NOVEL
madurar			novedoso

people's lifestyles?

PERSIST			REVISE

What shifts have taken place in people's attitude

persistir / insistir		

repasar

STATUS QUO 			
las cosas como están		

SHIFT		

towards healthy living during your lifetime?
Would you like to switch your life for one of fame and
fortune?
Have you ever swapped your school books with people?
Which breakthrough do you think changed the world
the most?
How has automation wiped out many crafts?

SWITCH			SWAP
intercambiar			trueque

BREAKTHROUGH		

CHANGE INTO

DO AWAY WITH

DO UP

cambiar/transformarse		

eliminar/desahacerse

renovar (casa..)

FADE AWAY			

MIX UP 		

TAKE APART

disiparse			confundir		desmontar

WEAR OUT		

BOUNCE BACK

convertirse en			gastar/agotar		recuperarse

Do you change into your pyjamas as soon as you can at the end of the day?
What apps do you think you could do away with to gain more time?
Do any of the rooms in your house need doing up?
Why do you think some famous bands just fade away over time?
Does anyone in your family mix up family member's names?
Have you ever taken an electronic device apart?
Can you name some mortals that turn into superheroes?
What mental activity wears you out?
What parts of a car wear out most frequently?
Do you know anyone who has bounced back from the Corona virus?
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CRAFT

avance/logro			oficio/artesanía

PHRASAL VERBS

TURN INTO		

mover/desplazar

How well can you sustain yourself from eating

VOCABULARY

unhealthy food?
What sort of underhand activities do politicians get

SUSTAIN			UNDERHAND

involved in?

mantener/sostener		 deshonesto

How should parents assure the well-being of their offs-

WELL-BEING 			DOWNSIDE		pring?
What is the downside of living in a metropolis?
bienestar
		inconveniente		
What major changes have taken place in your area?

MAJOR			REMINISCE

What do old people reminisce about?

considerable			rememorar

Do you believe that embellishing the truth is the same

EMBELLISH			HURDLE

as lying?

embellecer			obstaculo

What sort of hurdles does life throw at you when you

CRAMPED 			
ENLIVEN
apretado
		animar

are in your twenties?
Why do students live in cramped conditions?

		

OUTCOME			ENRICH

Does your presence enliven the party?

resultado			enriquecer

What is the outcome of a sedentary lifestyle?
Do you think a knowledge of culture can enrich your

PERPETUATE			HOLISTIC

understanding of English

perpetuar			holístico/global

What can perpetuate the status quo?
What comprises a holistic education in your view?

WORD FORMATION
VERB

NOUN

ADJECTIVE

ADVERB

adapt

adaptation/adaptor

adaptable

adjust

adjustment

adjustable

change

exchange

changeable

convert

conversion

convertible

endure

endurance

endurable

mature

(im)maturity/
maturation
renewal

immature

immaturely

new/renewable

newly

renew

How adaptable do you think you would be to living in a different culture?
Is the brightness of your phone screen adjustable?
What are the drawbacks of living in a place which has changeable weather conditions?
What do you think a convertible car is?
How endurable is the summer heat in your area?
Do you ever behave immaturely when you are alone?
How important is the renewal of the air in classrooms?
How easy is it for newly qualified graduates to find employment currently?
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Collocations and phrases
Be steeped in history		repleto de historia
Crime rate 			índice de criminalidad
Skeleton in the cupboard
un secreto del pasado
Make use of		
		hacer uso de
Make a comeback			
estar de moda nuevamente/reaparecer
Hands on experience		 experiencia práctica
Raise funds 			recaudar fondos
Narrow escape		
salvarse por un pelo
Is your birthplace steeped in history?
Is the crime rate in your area rising or falling?
What sort of skeletons do people have in the cupboard?
Do you make use of all the functions your phone has to offer?
Why did things like jigsaws make a comeback during the pandemic?
Do you agree that hands on experience is more important than theoretical knowledge?
How could you raise funds for a local charity?
Can you describe a video you have seen on Youtube where someone has a narrow escape?

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
IN THE NICK OF TIME BY DINT OF
justo a tiempo		
a causa de algo
AT ONE'S DISPOSAL
a la disposición de alg.

FOR LACK OF
por falta de

WITHIN SIGHT		
a la vista 			

IN DISTRESS
alterado/desolado

ON A SPREE		
de parranda			

OUT OF HAND
fuera de control

Have you ever saved your dinner from burning in the nick of time?
Do you agree that everything can be achieved by dint of hard work?
Is your mobile phone provider at your disposal 24 hours a day?
Do you ever get cut off for lack of network coverage?
Do you think the end of human indifferences is within sight?
Do you feel in distress if you leave your phone at home?
How often do you feel like going on a spree with your friends?
When can a party get out of hand?
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What sort of companies have branches in most cities?

VOCABULARY

How accurate is the weather app on your phone?
What do the products in Amazon range from?

BRANCH			ACCURATE		What world issue is increasing at an alarming rate?

rama/sucursal			

preciso

What sort of things do people hoard during pandemics?

RANGE			RATE

Is the urban sprawl of your city multidirectional?

oscilar/rango			

Why do some people become boisterous under the

tasa/índice		

HOARD			SPRAWL
aprovisionarse/acumular

extenderse

BOISTEROUS			EERILY
bullicioso/escandaloso		

siniestramente

EDGY				FORESEE
nervioso/inquieto		 predecir

RECREATIONAL		

BUZZ (THRILL)

effects of alcohol?
Have you witnessed the eerily quiet streets during the
lockdown?
What sort of situations make you feel edgy?
If you could have foreseen the pandemic, what would
you done differently?
What recreational activities help you cope with your
daily stress levels?

recreativo			entusiasmo

Would you get a buzz from performing in front of a

ENGAGE			GRIEVE

large audience?

captar la atención de		

How do companies try to engage their clients on social

hacer el luto

media?
Have you ever grieved the loss of a pet?

Too many climbers on Mount Everest
Mount Everest in Nepal is becoming (1) ....................... popular as a destination for

INCREASE

adventure tourism. During the month of May, (2) ....................... weather presents a

FAVOUR

number of safe opportunities to make the climb. As a result, the sheer number of
climbers has brought an (3) ....................... problem, potentially even more dangerous

EXPECT

than low temperatures and changeable weather - overcrowded conditions. The fact that
there are so many climbers, many of them complete (4) ....................... , means that at

BEGIN

times people are queuing for hours to reach the summit.
This hazard has led to calls for stricter assessments of new learner climbers, as in their
(5) ....................... to reach the mountain's summit such inexperienced climbers are

DESPERATE

sometimes ignoring the advice of their Nepalese guides, which may (6) .......................

DANGER

everyone's lives.
Perhaps one (7) ....................... would be to make the charges for climbing the mountain SOLVE
so high that only a few people could afford the climb. Or (8) ......................., one could ALTERNATE
ban the use of artificial oxygen and local guides, leaving Everest to the very best
(9) ....................... . Extreme, maybe, but it may just prove necessary.

MOUNTAIN
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
DEVOTED TO DOING STH.		

HAVE AN IMPACT ON STH.		

GIVE INSIGHT INTO STH.

comprometido			

tener impacto sobre			

dar información especifica

BE CONFINED TO			

BE FITTED WITH			

A WEALTH OF STH.

estar confinado a			instalado con				enormidad/abundancia

CHURN OUT STH.			

RAMBLE ON				

THREATEN SB. WITH

producir en masa			

divagar/hablar mucho sobre		

amenazar a alguien con

BE PRONE TO DOING STH. 		

TAKE SB. UP ON STH. 		

SUFFER FROM STH.

ser propenso a hacer algo		

aceptar la oferta				

sufrir de algo

STEM FROM STH.			

APOLOGISE FOR DOING STH.

ARGUE WITH SB. ABOUT STH

originarse de				

disculparse por haber hecho algo		

discutir con alguien sobre algo

What sort of people devote their lives to helping others?
What sort of headlines have an impact on a local community?
Do you think life-hack videos give insight into how to do things more easily?
What psychological problems con come from being confined to your house for long periods of time?
What technological breakthroughs do most modern cars come fitted with?
Apart from the internet, what other sources are a wealth of information?
Did you realise that the Coca-Cola company churns out nearly 2 billion drinks per day?
- What environmental consequences might this magnitude of production have?
How do you feel when you come across someone who rambles on?
Why might a boss threaten somebody with the sack?
Are you prone to having headaches?
If I offered you employment in a tropical country, would you take me up on it?
What causes people to suffer from anxiety?
What pyschological disorders do you think stem from early childhood traumas?
Why do you think some people find it difficult to apoligise for doing something wrong?
Are there any topics you argue with family members about when you get together?
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IDIOMS
HAVE THE GIFT OF THE GAB			

TO BE IN THE LIMELIGHT

tener don de palabra					

estar en primer plano (fama)

ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE				

TURN A BLIND EYE

todo se volvio loco/fuera de control			

hacer la vista gorda

TO MAKE A KILLING					

FLOG A DEAD HORSE

hacer una fortuna fácil					

darse cabezazos contra la pared

TO STICK TO ONE'S GUNS				

TO WREAK HAVOC

mantenerse firm (creencias/opiniones)			

sembrar el caos

TO BOWL OVER			

TO BE SET IN ONE'S WAYS

		

dejar impresionado					inflexible/obstinado (gente mayor..)

In which professions do you think having the gift of the gab is an advantage?
Which member of the British royal family is more often in the limelight?
- and in a negative sense?
Can you think of a government decision that caused all hell to break loose?
What sort of things do the police in your country turn a blind eye to?
Which companies have made a killing during the pandemic apart from mask and hand sanitizer producers?
Why was continuing with the Nokia brand like flogging a dead horse?
Are you the sort of person who sticks to their guns or are you easily persuaded to change your mind?
What human activities are wreaking havoc on the environment?
When was the last time something you saw on social media bowled you over?
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EXAM: Reading part 5 - Key word transformation (3 - 6 words)
1. 'You should stop your children watching so much television,' Mary's sister told her.
LET
Mary's sister advised her ......................................................................... so much television.
2. The local council wants to impose a ban on driving at more than 30 kilometres per hour anywhere in this area.
ILLEGAL
The local council wants to ......................................................................... at more than 30 kilometres per hour
anywhere in this area.
3. Tom missed his plane because he was late leaving for the airport.
TIME
If only ......................................................................... for the airport, he wouldn't have missed his plane.
4. The guidelines for the appointment of new staff need to be thoroughly revised.
THOROUGH
There needs ......................................................................... the guidelines for the appointment of new staff.
5. The employment rate rose gradually as the economy began to recover.
GRADUAL
There ......................................................................... the employment rate as the economy began to recover.
6. The other students don't mind whether you give your presentation on Thursday or Friday.
DIFFERENCE
It ......................................................................... the other students whether you give your presentation on
Thursday or Friday.
7. 'What are you thinking of doing for the college's centenary celebration?' the tutor asked the students.
MIND
The tutor asked the students what ......................................................................... for the college's centenary
celebration.
8. As learning new languages had never been a problem for her, Katy didn't expect to have any difficulties when
she went to live abroad.
COME
Learning new languages had ......................................................................... her so Katy didn't expect to have any
difficulties when she went to live abroad.
9. I think we owe this passenger an apology, as she was apparently given incorrect train times by our call centre
staff.
MISINFORMED
I think we owe this passenger an apology, as she seems ......................................................................... train times
by our call centre staff.
10 If her party wins the election, which is unlikely, she'll become President.
EVENT
In the ......................................................................... the election, she'll become President.
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EXAM: Reading part 6
Sports psychology: a valid discipline?
A Dorothy Common
Is the ever growing discipline of sports psychology contributing effectively to sporting performance or is it, as
many people think, simply the art of 'stating the blindingly obvious'? I have certainly seen evidence that those in
journalistic circles are yet to be fully convinced. And it is certainly true that sport psychologists should strive to
increase the sophistication of their approaches to research, making use of more reliable scientific methods. Yet it's
a shame that people should be so sceptical. Essentially, sports psychology asks this simple question: considering
the undeniable role mental life plays in deciding the outcomes of our sporting efforts, why is mental training not
incorporated to the equivalent degree into the athlete's typical training? If, say, a track sprinter is susceptible to letting their head get the better of them (temper issues, nerves, anxiety), then why should they spend their training
just working on their strengths (the physical side)?
B Jahangir Khan
There is a popular view, largely based on a well-known case with a prominent runner, that sports psychology is something for treating athletes with mental disorders. This has no basis in fact and stems from making assumptions
based on a limited understanding of psychology and how it is used in applied settings. In my area of particular
expertise, football, rugby and hockey, there exists a culture of what one psychologist calls 'folk psychology'. That
is, there are usually individuals (typically an older dominant coach) who communicate non-scientific words of
wisdom which, consciously or unconsciously, affect everyone, usually to detrimental effect in the long run. Think
of a young player who is told to 'dig deep' and give it '110%' consistently. This gives a mental aspect to training
that is non-scientific and misguided. But this is in stark contrast to the reality of modern day psychology research,
which is based upon rigorous scientific methodologies.
C Brian D. Rossweller
Research into sports psychology is increasingly evidence-based, using the gold standard methodology of 'randomized control group designs'. Nevertheless, using the term 'psychology' in relation to psychological efforts
with athletes, especially those involved in team sports, can be both an asset and a hindrance to understanding
the field. Psychology as a field has become much more acceptable in social life. It seems that every time a person
flicks through the television channels they are likely to see a psychologist talking about something or other. Thus
people tend to view psychologists, including those seen on sports programmes, as knowledgeable and as providing
information useful to everyday life. However, the flip side is that most people know someone who sees a clinical
psychologist or therapist for a mind-related problem. In our society there has been a stigma attached to such problems and so many people have attached negative connotations to seeing a psychologist and may misunderstand
the nature of seeing a sports psychologist.
D Xiu Li
There is still some distance between research and coaching practice. Sports psychology has been able to develop
a relatively significant research base in the last fifteen years; aided by general experimental researchers often using
athletes as an easily identifiable and obtainable population. Yet, as a practising sports psychologist I recently observed an athletics coach, whose reaction to a promising middle-distance runner losing a winning position on the
last lap was to prioritise developing a sprint finish. What he didn't address was the fact that the runner failed to
focus whenever he got overtaken. Then again, I also witnessed some baseball coaches doing some work - which I
would have been proud of in my professional capacity - on assessing and profiling strengths and weaknesses, and
also on performance anxiety. So things vary, and some trainers are clearly more knowledgeable than others. But it
is not surprising that, as a result, public conceptions are confused on the issue.
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Which expert
shares Khan's opinion on why public misconceptions about sports psychology
have occurred?

1.

has a different view from Khan on whether some psychological training used in
team sports is helpful to the players?

2.

has a different view from Rossweller on how the media regard sports psychologists?

3.

has a different opinion from the other three experts on the current state of research
in sports psychology?

4.

EXAM: Reading part 2
Handwriting
About six months ago, I realised I had (1) ........................ idea what the handwriting of a good friend of mine
looked like. We had always communicated by email and text but never by a handwritten letter. And it struck
me that we are at a moment (2) ........................ handwriting seems to be about to vanish from our lives altogether. (3) ........................ some point in recent years, it stopped (4) ........................ a necessary and inevitable intermediary between people - a means by (5) ........................ individuals communicate with each other,
putting a little bit of their personality (6) ........................ the form of the message as they press the ink-bearing
point onto the paper. It has started to become just (7) ........................ among many options, often considered
unattractive and elaborate.
For each of us, the act of putting marks on paper with ink goes back as (8) ........................ as we can remember. Our handwriting, like ourselves, seems always to have been there. But now, given that most of us communicate via email and text, have we lost (9) ........................ crucial to the human experience?
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Grammar: Inversions
Grammar

It is very common in English, especially formal, to use inversions.
This means that we put an auxiliary verb before the subject as we do when we form the
interrogative.
Eg. Not only does she sing well, but she can dance like a pro as well!
The verb in this sentence is in the Simple Present third person tense therefore we must use
the auxiliary verb "does" before the subject.

Here are the most common negative adverb inversions:
1. Not only + aux + subject.... but (also)...
2. Rarely/seldom + aux + subject		
3. Never + aux + subject			
4. Little + aux + subject			
5. No sooner + aux + subject ... than ...
6. On no account + aux + subject		
7. Under no circumstances + aux + subject
8. In no way + aux + subject			

Eg. Not only would I like some cake, but I would like some tea too.
Eg. Rarely do I visit my home town any more.
Eg. Never have I seen such an ugly building!
Eg. Little did I know, there was a policeman standing behind me.
Eg. No sooner had I arrived than I realised I had lost my phone.
Eg. On no account are you allowed to smoke on the premesis.
Eg. Under no circumstances can you borrow my new car.
Eg. In no way should young children be exposed to such violence.

We can also replace "if" with an inversion to make our conditional sentences more formal or emphatic:
Type 1: Should you want to see him, please make an appointment.
Type 2: Were you to leave earlier, you would be there in time for the start of the conference.
Type 3: Had the witness not come forward, the accused would have surely been found guilty.
Exercises:
1. He played tennis really well and football.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
2. It is forbidden to make use of the printer outside of office hours.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
3. I hardly ever spent much time indoors when I was younger.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
4. I ate the oyster and quickly realised that it wasn't going to go down well with me
..........................................................................................................................................................................
5. It was the first time I had seen such a moving performance.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
6. She refused to go to the doctor so her health slowly deteriorated until the end.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
7. Everyone looked shocked, I had no idea Jack had just been fired.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
8. I don't have the authority so I can't amend certain regulations.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
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Move and groove
LESSON 3

Which holiday season makes you feel more excited as it

VOCABULARY

approaches?

Why do tennis players bounce the ball before serving?
When do you clench you jaw?

APPROACH			BOUNCE
acercarse / apoximarse		

What does 'learn to crawl before you walk' mean?
When do you dash to the shops?
What happens if a ship doesn't have an anchor?
Do you believe in people being in a 'flow state' of creativity?

botar /rebotar

CLENCH 			CRAWL		
tensar (musculo) 		trepar /gatear		
DASH				DRIFT
correr / guión -			

ir a la deriva

Do you ever grab a bite to eat between meals?

FLOW				GRAB

Do you ever hop on a bus in the city?

fluir / flujo			

Which technological leaps have you experienced in your
lifetime?
Do you enjoy roaming around the shops window shopping?
What does it mean when a company is described as a
'sinking ship'?
How do you feel when you hear a car skid?

coger / agarrar

HOP				LEAP		
saltar a la pata coja		
saltar /brinco
ROAM				SINK
vagar / deambular		

hundirse

SKID				SLIP
derrapar			resbalarse

What do you think the expression 'slip my mind'
means?

PHRASAL VERBS
FALL BEHIND		

MOVE IN		

MOVE OVER

quedarse atrás			

mudarse / instalarse

dejar sitio / hacerse de un lado

PULL OVER			

SLIP AWAY 		

CREEP UP ON

desviarse hacia la cuneta

escabullirse		

acercarse sigilosamente

CORDON OFF		

GO ASTRAY		

HOLD BACK

acordonar			

ir por mal camino

contener / ser un lastre

Do you have the feeling you have fallen behind with your studies during the pandemic?
Would you check out your neighbours before moving in to a new house?
When might you move over to let people of the same family sit together?
For what reasons do the police pull people over?
- Have you ever been pulled over? How did you feel?
What might make you want to slip away at a party or social gathering?
How do you feel when someone creeps up on you?
- Why do people get enjoyment from doing that?
When do the police cordon off places?
What can make a person go astray?
Do you think the place where you live holds you back from your full potential due to lack of opportunities?
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EXAM: Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
PROMOTION IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH
A recent study suggests that being promoted isn't just good for your bank balance, it's also good for your health.
Researchers found that those who work in jobs with better promotion (1) ......................... are less likely to develop serious illnesses. Specifically, those working in departments with double the average promotion
(2) ......................... had a twenty percent better chance of escaping serious illness.
The researchers (3) ......................... into account factors such as family background, pre-existing medical conditions and educational level. (4) ......................... , they could be confident that the lower occurrences of illness
were not simply due to a healthier or more (5) ......................... upbringing. The results seem to
(6) ......................... earlier studies showing that people who win prestigious awards, such as an Oscar or Nobel
Prize during their career, have a tendency to outlive those who are less fortunate. As the author of the report says,
'When our findings are put together with the large body of other (7) ......................... literature, there is little
(8) ......................... that achieving a higher position at work is good for the health.'

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A forecasts
A scale
A set
A Anyway
A privileged
A call for
A related
A hesitation

B advances
B rate
B took
B Moreover
B preferred
B go over
B combined
B question

C predictions
C degree
C put
C Consequently
C entitled
C back up
C referred
C reservation

D prospects
D ratio
D made
D Admittedly
D honoured
D lead to
D incorporated
D opposition
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Collocations and phrases
Come to/reach a conclusion
llegar a una conclusión
Come as a shock
		noticia inesperada / pillar desprevenido
Come as a surprise		
pillar de sorpresa
Come true		
		hacerse realidad (sueños..)
Get to the point
		ir al grano
Miss the point		
		no entender algo
Make your point
		expresar su idea
Beside the point		
ser irrelevante
A sore point			
un recuerdo sensible
Make a point of doing sth.		
insistir en hacer algo
Have you come to the conclusion that money doesn't bring happiness?
Why do people struggle to reach a conclusion sometimes?
Would it come as a shock if I told you life on another planet has been discovered?
- How could that change the course of our existence?
Did it come as a surprise when you found out your parents leave your presents at Christmas?
How many people manage to truly make their dreams come true?
Do you find your mind wandering when people don´t get to the point?
If you miss the point in a group conversation, do you pretend you understood?
Would you find it easy to make your point in front of an audience?
Is money beside the point to be able to live a fulfilling life?
- What other sources of abundance are available?
Do you think it's a good idea to avoid bringing up sore points or face up to them to release the pain?
Do you make a point of looking after your body on a daily basis?

VOCABULARY

Why do people think there are things lurking in the
shadows when the lights go out?
LURK				SHEER		
Is success in life due to sheer luck or sheer effort?
acechar				puro/autentico
Which sportsperson has unparalleled skills?
- Can anyone reach that level of sportsmanship?
UNPARALLELED 		
BOOST 		
Would
a month in the UK boost your fluency?
incomparable 		impulsar		
Are you ever swamped with messages on social media?
What can trigger an angry response from you?
SWAMP			TRIGGER
Why do people have private Instagram accounts? (pry)
inundar				desencadenar
Do your social network accounts languish for a long
time o are you active on a daily basis?
PRY				LANGUISH
How do you feel about people who try to hog the conhusmear			languidecer
versation?
How difficult would it be for you to relinquish sugar?
HOG				RELINQUISH
Do you think classical music is condusive to learning?
acaparar
		renunciar
Do you always bolster your friends' points of view?
Is the COVID19 vaccine a glimmer of hope go back to
CONDUCIVE			BOLSTER
a normal lifestyle?
favorable			apoyar/apuntalar
How can we mitigate the impact of human behaviour
on planet Earth?
GLIMMER			MITIGATE
destello				mitigar/suavizar
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PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
AT ANY RATE		
de todas formas		

AT ODDS WITH
no concordar con

BY ALL ACCOUNTS
según se dice			

BY VIRTUE OF
debido a

FOR THE SAKE OF
por el bien de 		

FOR WANT OF
por falta de

IN A MESS			
hecho un lío			

IN PURSUIT OF
en busca de

Even though you know fast food is harmful, do you
eat it at any rate?
What beliefs do you have that are at odds with other
people around you?
By all accounts, what is a healthy lifestyle dependent
on?
Do you think success is by virtue of luck, hard work
or a mixture of both?
Is there anything you should cut down on for the
sake of your health?
Do you sometimes spend long periods on social media for want of anything better to do?
Do you mind working or studying when your desk is
in a mess?
Do you believe that when you stop being in pursuit
of happiness is when you find happiness?

EXAM: Reading part 3 - Word Formation
Modernising A Museum
The Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, England - the worlds oldest university
museum - has recently gone through a major (1) ...........................
TRANSFORM
The architects wanted to create a new space that would make the museum one of the
world's most important and (2) ........................... cultural showcases.
INNOVATE
The collections in the museum are absolutely (3) ........................... and cover the
cultures of east and west, charting the aspirations of mankind from the prehistoric
era to the present day. The approach that was adopted was based on the idea that
(4) ........................... that have shaped our modern societies did not develop in
isolation but were part of a complex interrelated world.
Every object has a (5) ........................... story to tell, and these are gradually
uncovered through tracing the journey of ideas and influences across time and
continents.

STAND

People who knew the old museum say it has (6) ........................... an
amazing makeover. The new layout (7) ........................... people to appreciate the
objects fully; it is (8) ........................... to everyone, from school children to
academic scholars, so (9) ........................... to all those involved in redesigning this
wonderful treasure house.

GO
ABLE
ACCESS
CONGRATULATE

CIVILISE
SIGNIFY
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EXAM: Listening part 2.
You will hear a man called Steven Kane giving a presentation about research into a cargo of children's bath-toys
which were lost at sea. For questions 1-8, complete the sentences with a word or short phrase.

Bath Toy Cargo
Of the four kinds of bath-toy lost at sea, Steven thinks the (1) ............................... had the most surprising colour.
The subject Steven was teaching when he first read about the bath-toys was (2) ...............................
In Alaska, Steven heard of a lost consignment of (3) ............................... some of which
										turned up alongside the bath-toys.
Steven discovered that the bath-toys are used by scientists known as (4) ............................... in their research.
Steven says that the findings obtained by researchers were immediately useful
									to the (5) ............................... industry.
Steven mentions the particular case of a (6) ............................... adversely affected by plastic pollutants
												
Steven regarded the factory that he traced in China as the bath-toys (7) ...............................
Steven travelled on something called an (8) ............................... on his journey across the Artic.
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in the sea.

WORD FORMATION
VERB
come/overcome

NOUN

ADJECTIVE

go/undergo

comeback/newcomer incoming
income
goer
ongoing

stand/withstand

stand

outstanding/
notwithstanding
upper/upright

allow

allowance

allowable

care

caretaker/childcare

carefree/careful-less

ADVERB

up

carefully-lessly

How long does it take to overcome the loss of a family pet?
Can you name a celebrity or sports personality who has made a comeback?
Why do you think people look for secondary incomes nowadays?
Are you a newcomer to any of the social media platforms?
How does your phone notify you of an incoming message?
What changes has your town or city undergone in the last 20 years?
Are you an avid cinema-goer?
- Why does it (not) appeal to you?
How do you stand long waits?
Why do you think apps like Facebook can withstand their competitors?
What is the most outstanding thing you would like to be remembered for?
Notwithstanding tiredness, can you study to the small hours?
Would you like to live on the upper or lower floors of a skyscraper?
Do you make sure you sit upright when you are working on a computer?
Did you parents use to give you a weekly allowance?
What is the maximum allowable number of password fails on your phone before it blocks?
Did you use to know the caretaker by name at your primary school?
Does a career in childcare appeal to you?
Do you have a carefree outlook on life?
Do you suffer when you carelessly make mistakes?
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Grammar: Advanced Tenses

We can use continuous tenses with state verbs to emphasise that a situation is temporary or untypical:
eg. I'm loving getting up half an hour later this month. (emphasises that it's temporary)
We can use the Present Continuous with 'always', 'constantly' and 'forever' to express our disapproval of someone's
repeated behaviour.
eg. My sister is always taking my favourite clothes without asking.
We can also use the Present Continuous to make a request or offer more polite.
eg. Mike, were you wanting to say something?
We use the Past Perfect Continuous (had + been + -ing) to talk about an action in progress over a period up to a
particular past point in time.
eg. I'd been waiting for over an hour when I realised it was the wrong day.
We use the Past Perfect when we say how many times something happened in a period before a particular past
time.
eg. I'd seen the film a couple of times before, but I didn't mind watching it again.
We use the Present Continuous for personal future plans.
eg. I'm flying to London on the 5th.
But not for futures that are out of people's control
eg. It's raining tomorrow.
We prefer to use the Present Continuous 'going to' instead of 'going to go'.
eg. She's going to Rome next month. Instead of She's going to go to Rome next month.
We use the construction be + to + infinitive in
a) news reports: More police officers are to be sent to the area.
b) official plans, rules or instructions: All visitors are to use masks and hand sanitiser.
c) in if-clauses when we mean in order to: If she is to work here, she must improve her English.
We can use was / were + going to to speak about the future in the past.
eg. I was going to invite Mary but she texted me to say she had come down with the flu.

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate tense:
1. I ..................................... (tell) her, but after thinking about it, decided it would be better to keep quiet.
2. If she ..................................... (pass) her exam, she will have to work harder.
3. We ..................................... (vist) my great grandmother many times before she peacefully passed away.
4. I ..................................... (wonder) if you could lend me a hand this weekend.
5. Activists ..................................... (fight) for 2 decades before they succeeded in stopping the sale of animals.
6. All students ..................................... (hand in) their applications before Friday.
7. I ..................................... (appreciate) the fact that the boss is more accesible while the project lasts.
8. One of my colleagues ..................................... (forever/borrow) my staple and she never returns.
9. Masks and gloves ..................................... (sent) to the most needy according to government sources.
10. My family and I ..................................... (go) to a picturesque village for a weekend break.
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
HINT AT STH.				

BAR SB. FROM DOING STH.		

IMPOSE STH. ON SB.

insinuar / dar a entender			

bloquear / vetar a alguien		

imponerle algo a alguien

DETER SB. FROM DOING STH.

BE ENGROSSED IN DOING STH.

APPEAL TO SB.

disuadir a alguien de hacer algo		

concentrado en algo			

pedir (ayuda)

RESORT TO STH.			

SEE TO STH.				

ACQUAINT SB. WITH STH.

recurrir a 				

encargarse / ocuparse			

familiarizar a alguien con algo

How do you hint at a friend that you want to leave a party?
Why might someone be barred from going into shop?
What rules do you think were unfairly imposed on you when you were a teenager?
How can we deter teenagers from smoking?
What must a series comprehend for you to be completely engrossed in watching it?
Do you appeal to your parents for advice on all topics?
Why do some people resort to violence to get what they want?
Who sees to feeding the pets in your household?
What's the best way to acquaint someone with new technology?

IDIOMS
AS THE CROW FLIES					

IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE

en linea recta						

en el medio de la nada

LOSE YOUR BEARINGS				

MAKE A BEELINE FOR

desorientarse						ir derecha a

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK				

TAKE A SHORT CUT

apartado de caminos transitados				

coger un atajo

How far is from your house to the nearest hospital as the crow flies?
Would you like to house in the middle of nowhere and have total privacy?
If you lose your bearings in a forest, how can you determine north and south?
If there was a sudden downpour, would you make a beeline for a large tree for shelter?
Do you know of any secluded places off the beaten track?
What sort of short cuts do you take in your daily routines?
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EXAM: Reading part 2
Earth Gets A Fifth Ocean
Many of us thought the world had four oceans - the Atlantic, Indian, Pacific and Arctic Oceans.
That's (1) ................ we were taught in school. (2) ................ , a search on the Internet will show that there is also
a "Southern Ocean" around the South Pole and Antarctica. The National Geographic Society has now officially
accepted that this body of water (3) ................ surrounds Antarctica is a real ocean. Geography teachers will now
have to teach their students that the world has five oceans. Alex Tait, a geographer and cartographer at
National Geographic, said: "We think it's really important from an educational viewpoint, as (4) ................ as
from a map-labelling standpoint, to bring attention to the Southern Ocean (5) ................ a fifth ocean."
National Geographic said its recognition of the world having a fifth ocean would have an impact (6) ................
how children see the world. Mr Tait said: "Students learn information about the world through what oceans
they're studying. If you don't include the Southern Ocean, then they don't learn (7) ................ important it is."
He said that recognising the Southern Ocean would help students understand more about climate change. He
wrote: "Antarctica forms a distinct ecological region defined by ocean currents and temperatures." National
Geographic said: "The Southern Ocean has unique and fragile marine ecosystems that are home (8) ................
wonderful marine life such as whales, penguins and seals."

VOCABULARY

How do children use tantrums to manipulate parents?
How can family members be a burden to others?

TANTRUM			BURDEN

Do you get embarrassed when someone flatters you?

berrinche / pataleta		

What's the best way to deal with busybody neighbours?

carga (resp.)

Do you strive to do your best at everything you do?
		
BUSYBODY
halagar a
		entrometido		 How do countries deploy troops in the event of a war?
Which natural resources are being seriously depleted?
STRIVE				DEPLOY
What sort of fat cats don't you think deserve their power?
esforzarse			desplegar (tropas)
FLATTER

DEPLETE			FAT CAT
agotar / diminuir		

pez gordo (peyor)

How do shops lure customers onto the premises?

Do you think the education system needs an overhaul?
Why do some people have a glum outlook on life?

LURE				OVERHAUL
atraer / tentar 		reformar

Which major feat changed the course of history in this

GLUM				FEAT

Do all shops reimburse your money if you not satisfied?

triste / abatido			

- Do you think they should?

logro / hito

REIMBURSE			DOWNFALL
reembolsar			perdición
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century?

What caused the downfall of the photographic film
company Kodak?

EXAM: Reading part 7

Secrets of the Deep

Until recently, little was known about the movements of the whale shark. But a pioneering project is shedding
new light on this ocean giant. Project scientist Jonathan Green reports.
When an animal the size of a very large double-decker bus the largest fish in the ocean - makes a sudden 90º turn, it has
to be for a good reason. As the satellite tracks started to come
in from whale sharks which we had tagged off the Galapagos
Islands, they clearly showed that as the sharks were swimming away from the islands, they were all reaching a certain
point and then making a very abrupt change in direction.
(1) .......................
That, among other things, was what The Galapagos Whale
Shark Project was attempting to find out. Established to
study the population of sharks that visit the islands each year,
the primary aim of the research was to find out more about
whale shark movements on a local scale.
(2) .......................
This involved two main processes. To begin with, we had
to he able to identify individual sharks. We used a modified
version of photo software initially developed for the mapping
of stars and deep-space objects. This worked because the characteristic white spot of the whale shark resemble the human
fingerprint in that each pattern is individually unique. By
running photographs of the sharks' sides through the software, we could characterise die patterns of spots, and figure out
which shark was which.
(3) .......................
We also attached tags to the sharks to track their movements.
This was done by insetting a snull dart through the thick
skin into a fatty layer beneath using a pneumatic spear gun

and then tethering the tags with a piece of steel cable. They
were intended to be towed alongside or above the dorsal fin
in order to break the surface and transmit data by satellite.
But getting the tags to stay on was easier said than done. For
reasons unknown, some came off in less than 24 hours.
(4) .......................
The sharks used common departure routes soon after we had
tagged them. They headed due north,
following a series of sea fissures until they reached the Galapagos Rift Valley system. This cone is where the divergence
of two oceanic plates has created a rift system similar to that
which runs through eastern Africa. Many reached the margin
between the two plates and most then turned west.
(5) .......................
Conversely, one juvenile female's track was astounding,
overlaying almost perfectly the rift system as it runs west. It's
clear that she and the other whale sharks are using geological
features as route indicators, just as motorists use, say, familiar
buildings. But how the sharks perceive such features thousands of meters below on the ocean floor is as yet unresolved.
(6) .......................
The theory we are working on is that the Earth's magnetic
field reverses its polarity intermittently over the course of
time, thus supplying a source of directional information.
Fault systems, rift valleys, ocean trenches and plate margins
all emit a distinct magnetic signature that can be used by
whale sharks and other species as a virtual map.

A There may be a number of explanations: the sharks might
have rubbed up against rocks, or the tags may have been
ripped off by associated species, such as silky sharks, that
mistook them for prey. Having begun with a 1.8-metre
tether, we shortened this to 1.3 metres, which seemed to be
more effective.
B After three months, all the sharks that had retained their
tags proceeded to head south. They converged on three
mountain chains that run westwards from the edge of Peru's
continental shelf. There, one by one, they shed their tags and
continued on to destinations unknown.
C However, it wasn't until we overlaid them onto a map of
the sea floor that we saw that these movements were apparently in response to geological features deep in the ocean
that the sharks couldn't possibly see. It became clear that
they must somehow be using faults, fissures and plate boundaries. But how?
D After all, the marine environment, in comparison to that

on land, has few apparent points of reference. The waters
are often murky and the maximum penetration of light only
extends into the upper levels. So how do marine creatures
navigate over long distances?
E We undertook one of the most ambitious whale shark
programmes to date. The fieldwork was carried out in three
15-day sorties.
F The frequency of transmissions from the tags depended on
the behaviour of the individual sharks. Some spent a lot of
time on or near the surface, and their tags reported on a regular basis. Others, such as the single male we tagged, spent
a great deal of the time diving — for six weeks we didn't
receive a single transmission.
G If spotted at the same location at a later date, or a different
location, the shark was `recaptured' on a database, which
stores photos of whale sharks from around the globe, thus
providing details of their movements geographically and over
time.
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Over And Out
LESSON 4

VOCABULARY

CONDEMN			CONTEMPT

Do you condemn students who cheat in exams?

condenar a alguien (moral)

When do you speak with contempt in your voice?

desprecio

Do you condone anti-war protesters?
CONDONE 			ACCLAIM		
Who is Spain's most acclaimed actor/actress?
aprobar (comportamiento)
aclamar		
COMMEND			STINK

Do you commend people on their outfits?

elogiar				apestar

Does the stink from a public toilet make you wait?

RIGHTEOUS			OTHER THAN

good karma?

honrado			aparte de

NOD				UPLIFTING
inclinación de cabeza

inspirador

Do you believe that righteous behaviour is rewarded with
Who speaks English in your family other than yourself?
When do you eagerly nod your head?
Can you name an uplifting film or book?

SLUGGISH			ORDEAL

Do you feel sluggish before your morning coffee?

perezoso / muy lento		

Have you ever had an unforgettable ordeal?

calvario

SHRUG			PETTY
encogerse de hombros		

insignificante

When do you shrug your shoulders?
Do you get angry over petty things?
- What about in the morning?

PHRASAL VERBS
LIVE UP TO		

TICK OVER		

estar a la altura			

ir tirando / al ralentí

SPUR ON

LITTERED WITH		

FLICK THROUGH

DELVE INTO

lleno de / plagado de		

hojear			

indagar / escarbar

BLEND IN			

MUDDLE UP		

FEND FOR (YOURSELF)

camuflarse / incorporar		

confundir

valerse por sí mismo

animar a

Can you name a film that didn't live up to your expectations? Do you ever muddle up left and right?
What does is mean when a business is just 'ticking over'?

Can you fend for yourself in a survival situation?

When are the streets littered with policemen and women?

Would you blend in at a flamenco party?

Do you flick through the latest gossip magazines

- What about a Reggeaton one?

while you're having a haircut?
Would you delve into your future spouse's past if you could?
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Have you ever been in excruciating pain?
Do gloomy days get on your nerves?
Do you enjoy watching corny love films?
What sort of people do you humour?
How could we reduce the red tape in this country?
Have you ever met anyone who has an uncanny resemblance to someone else you know?
- Did they have any other similar traits?

VOCABULARY
EXCRUCIATING		 GLOOMY
intenso / insoportable		

plomizo / gris

CORNY 			HUMOUR		
cursi / trillado 		seguir la corriente
		

RED TAPE			UNCANNY

What kind of personality does yours clash with?

trámites burocráticos		

Is there any part of the British culture you would like to

CLASH				INSIGHTFUL

be more insightful of?
Are you aware of your shortcomings as a friend?
In what sort of shops is it easy to squander your money?
When shouldn't you make a hasty decision?
Is there anybody in your country's history who is constantly being vilified?
Why do human beings fear being ostracised so much?
Why shouldn't parents undermine each other in front of

enfrentarse / chocar		

extraño / raro

perspicaz

SHORTCOMINGS		
SQUANDER
defectos
		despilfarrar
HASTY				VILIFY
apresurado			denigrar

OSTRACISE			UNDERMINE
excluir (socialmente)		

desautorizar

their kids?
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EXAM: Listening part 3.
You will hear part of an interview in which two scientists called Jessica Conway and Paul Flower are talking about
exploration and discovery.
For questions 1-6, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which fits best according to what you hear.
1. In response to the idea that everything has already been dicovered Jessica emphasises
A the potential for further marine exploration.
B the precision of modem satelite technology.
C the inaccuracy of modern mapping techniques.
D the number of recent discoveries.
2. Regarding new species found around underwater craters, Jessica says that
A they are being discovered less often these days.
B they are more abundant in certain locations.
C it is difficult to estimate possible numbers.
D there are problems classifying them.
3. When asked about geographical discoveries in general, Paul and Jessica agree that scientists need to
A make regular reassessments of their work,
B compare their respective results.
C recognise their limitations.
D promote their findings.
4. What does Paul say about walking where no one has ever walked before?
A It recharges his tired mind.
B It makes him feel he is unique.
C lt gives him a sense of belonging.
D It helps him forget physical discomfort.
5. When asked about others visiting remote areas, Paul
A supports the public's right to experience them.
B expresses his concern at growing urbanisation.
C suggests it would benefit local communities.
D criticises the attitude of some tourists.
6. In Paul's view, future generations will
A only need to go online to experience the thrill of adventure.
B have to reduce travel for environmental reasons.
C be less interested in the concept of exploration.
D still be attracted to isolated places.
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
SAVE SB. FROM DOING STH.

SPECIALISE IN DOING STH.		

OBSESSED WITH DOING STH.

ahorrarle algo a alguien			

especializarse en hacer algo		

obsesionado con hacer algo

BE GRATEFUL FOR STH. 		

LIABLE FOR STH.			

CONSENT TO STH.

estar agradecido por algo		

responsable de algo			

consentir algo

MISTAKE SB. FOR SB.			

EXCEL AT STH.			

RUN FOR STH.

confundir alguien por otro/a 		

destacar en algo				

presentarse como candidato

What can save people from physically going to English classes?
Do you know anyone who specialises in cracking your bones?
Are you obsessed with keeping things tidy?
Tell me three things you feel grateful for.
Are you liable for damages if your cat ruins the neighbours curtains?
What sort of things don't the general public consent to?
Have you ever mistaken someone for a famous person?
Tell me something you excel at.
Would you like to run for president one day?
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EXAM: Reading part 3 - Word Formation
The significance of hairstyles
Hair is the most easily (1) .................... part of the human body and also one of
the most (2) .................... The first barbers appeared in ancient Greece, when

ADAPT
DISTINT

short hair became a sign of social status. Similarly, South American Inca
chiefs had their hair short; in contrast, the hair of their citizens got (3) ................

PROGRESS

longer the further down the social chain they were. Barbers prospered in the
days of the Roman Empire, until they were expelled from Rome, when it was
discovered how much they earned.

Women have always reflected fashion through their hairstyles, sometimes
quite (4) ................. In 15th-century Europe, women would pluck the hair from
the front of their heads in (5) .................... of beauty. Three centuries later, the
fashion was for huge hairstyles that made it (6) .................... for the hairdresser
to climb a small ladder. The maintenance needed to (7) .................... these styles

DRAMA
PURSUE
NEED
SURE

looked good was enormous. Today, in our more liberal world, very little
is socially (8) .................... with regard to hairstyles and technology has been
enormously (9) .................... in reducing the time we spend on our hair.

ACCEPT
BENEFIT

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
AT A FRACTION OF
a mucho menos		

IN DISGRACE
deshonrado

ON WATCH
ON THE DOT
vigilando			en punto
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AT THE OUTSET		
al principio 		

OUT OF STEP
no estar en sintonía

IN DEPTH			
en profundidad		

BY DEFINITION
por definición

When can you buy items at a fraction of the cost?
Do you know anyone who had to resign in disgrace?
Would you take turns to be on watch if you had to
sleep in the jungle?
Is there a church nearby that rings its bell on the dot?
Did you realise how long the pandemic would be at
the outset?
Why is Britain out of step with the rest of Europe?
Do you have in-depth knowledge of any subject?
As tattoos are, by definition permanent, would you
have one?

Collocations and phrases
A rule of thumb		
regla de oro
Have a field day
		pasarlo súper bien / aprovechar al máximo
Take the biscuit		
excesivo / demasiado
The penny has dropped
darse cuenta de algo
Read between the lines
leer entre lineas
Pass the buck 			cargar al muerto
Red herring		
		pista falsa
Feel the pinch			
pasar apuros economicos
Be in the same boat		
estar en la misma situactión
Play sth. by ear			
ver qué pasa

Do you have any rules of thumb in your house?
When was the last time you had a field day with your friends?
Space exploration is useful for humanity, but do you think colonising Mars just takes the biscuit?
Can you think of any dietary guidelines that western societies were wrongly following until the penny dropped?
Are you good at reading between the lines when someone is being vague?
Why do politicians pass the buck so well to opposing parties?
What could be a red herring in a murder investigation?
Can you think of any businesses that really felt the pinch during the pandemic?
A lot of people complain about not having enough free time, do you feel that you are in the same boat?
What are the advantages of playing something by ear rather than planning everything in advance?
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VOCABULARY
SQUEAMISH			WITHDRAWN
quisquillosa			introvertido

How squeamish are you?
How can withdrawn people make friends easily?
Do some personality types make you feel subdued?
Do you prefer people to be blunt rather than beat about the

SUBDUED 			BLUNT		
apagado
		franco		

bush?

GLOAT				GRIPPING

What was the most gripping scene in Titanic?

regodearse			apasionante

Can you accomplish whatever you want through sheer hard

SHEER				WATERTIGHT
puro				hermético

DREARY			ATROCIOUS
deprimente / sombrío
		

atroz

perfecto / sin defecto		

agotador

FLAWLESS			GRUELLING
SCRUFFY			WINCE
descuidado / desaliñado

gesto de dolor

Why do people gloat when their team wins?

work?
What is a watertight alibi?
Do dreary days bring you down emotionally?
What is the most atrocious act ever committed in history?
Have you ever done a flawless exam?
Was your performance last lesson flawless?
How gruelling was the beginning of the pandemic for you?
Do you agree that people tend to dress scruffier when they
are working from home?
Do you wince when you see someone else hurt themself?

IDIOMS
HAVE A KNACK FOR					

IN THE NICK OF TIME

tener madera para 					

justo a tiempo

GET THE BALL ROLLING				

REST ON ONE'S LAURELS

poner manos a la obra					

dormirse en los laureles

NOT TO HOLD YOUR BREATH			

FEW AND FAR BETWEEN

ten paciencia						escaso / poco visto

Do you have a knack for doing anything well?
Did you get to the lesson in the nick of time today?
Do you like to get the ball rolling with tough questions at the beginning of the lesson?
What is the danger of resting on your laurels when a business is going well?
I'm not holding my breath for the advent of flying cars, what about you?
Why are phone boxes few and far between nowadays?
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WORD FORMATION
VERB
break

NOUN

house

breakage /
breakthrough
house / household

store

storage

use
close

usefulness /
uselessness
closure

bring

upbringing

ADJECTIVE

ADVERB

breaking
housing

useful / useless

usefully /
uselessly

closing

Why can ice cause a breakage in water pipes?
Name a breakthrough you have witnessed this century?
Do you find breaking news more gripping?
Does your country house immigrants from underdeveloped countries?
Can you name a household washing up liquid brand?
Is it easy to get housing benefit from the state in this country?
Do you have enough storage space on your phone?
What is the usefulness of an old phone?
- Do you have any lying around at home?
What caused the closure of many restuarants and alike during the pandemic?
What is a closing sale?
How much of your character is based on your upbringing?
- Do you think it can be changed?
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EXAM: Reading part 5 - Key word transformation (3 - 6 words)
1. The constant public attention on famous people must have an effect on them.
EYE
Constantly ......................................................................... must have an effect on famous people.
2. This building would be ideal for our new office except that there are no parking facilities nearby.
FROM
This building would be ideal for our new office ......................................................................... of parking facilities
nearby.
3. It's only because of the quality of the lead singer's voice that people listen to the album.
WORTH
It's the quality of the lead singer's voice that ......................................................................... to.
4. The hotel wasn't just far from the sea, it was expensive too
ONLY
Not ......................................................................... way from the sea, it was expensive too.
5. Jenny felt she had stayed too long at the party.
HIGH
Jenny felt it ......................................................................... the party.
6. Hanna's essay doesn't have a clear enough explanation of the main point to be awarded top marks.
CLEARLY
Hanna's essay doesn't ......................................................................... to be awarded top marks.
7. Do you mind if John joins us for the meeting?.
TO
Do you have ......................................................................... us for the meeting.
8. Dan abandoned his studies at university because he was ill.
RESULTED
Dan's ......................................................................... his studies at university.
9. As soon as the tennis players went onto the court, it started raining.
HAD
No ......................................................................... onto the court than it started raining.
10 'We'll have to postpone the meeting until next week, as a lot of people are on leave.' the manager said.
OFF
The manager said the meeting ......................................................................... until the following week, as a lot of
people were on leave.
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